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Эффекты локальной анизотропии в гидродинамической теории
множественных процессов

Изучается стадия формирования конечных частиц в гидродинами-
ческой теории множественного ролщения. Мы находим,что спектр
вторичных частиц от распада элемента жидкости является ани-
зотропным в системе покоя этого элемента.

The stage of final particle formation in the hydrodynamic

theory of multiparticle production is analysed. Wo find out

secondary particle spectrum of the fluid element decay to be

anlsotropic in the rest frame system of this element.
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1. The aim of the present paper is to analyse the pro-

cess of fluid decay into secondary particles in the hydro-

dyiiamic theory of multiple production* In the hydrodynamical

approach (it was originated from the fundamental paper by

Landau Г П )
 +
he temporal evolution of multiple production

is set as the three stage process:

1) the formation of initial conditions;

2) the expansion of the relativistic fluid;

3) the decay of fluid elements into final particles at

the space-like hyper surf ace defined by the condition

that the fluid element temperature equals to its critical

value *7c ( 7^ — /Tljr» flij* is the У-meson mass).

We know a little about the first stage and in fact

one or another form of initial conditions for hydrodynamic

equations of motion is postulated (see, Ref.Qi})*.

The expansion stage is described by the relativistic

hydrodynamical equations of an ideal fluid

In particular the hydrodynamic model with special initial
conditions has been developed to describe high energy heavy
ion collisions [3l«
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fluid element*

The one-dimensional approximation (^^«=0,1) is usually

used in applications. Further in this paper we have a constant

transverse size of our system which will be omitted for con-

ciseness in our formulae.

The equation of state is not well known at present.

Particularly, the role of possible phase transition from

quark-gluon phase to hadronic one along the expansion and

cooling of the system is not quite clear. We use the

equation of state in the standard form

P = tf g .
The eo called nontrivial motion of one-dimensional re-

lativist io fluid was considered by Khalatnlkov^Q&s equation
for the %(^в) potential

where

, t) - ardk Vi*,t) в (x,t)
sJ

The coordinate X and time Ь are given then by the formulae

(5)

To single out the unique solution of Eq. (3) we must
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epecify additional (boundary) conditions. There are the

simple wave solutions of Eq. (1) which are not contained in

Eq. (3)* These are used to obtain the boundary conditions

for nontrivial motion (3). There is, however, possible ano-

ther approach with particle-like boundary conditions [2]. In

this paper we'll discuss the part of the whole system des-

cribed by Eq. (3).

Vfe proceed to studying now our main problem - the stage

of fluid element decay into final particles. This stage is

considered to be the simplest one, because the fluid ele-

ment at the moment of decay may be described аз the gas of

real secondary partioles (for def initeneas tfi -mesons).

The entropy distribution of the relativistic fluid over

rapidity at the "decay hypersurface"

(6)

can be obtained using Eq. (5) in the form

d S = (sa°c/x -so.
1
 At) =

is the entropy density ( S
c
 • 5 ( T

c
 ))

Most of the authors do not take into account the ther-

mal motion of particles inside fluid elements. So it is as-

sumed that Eq. (7) gives the JT -meson rapidity distribu-

tion

dot
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Pormula (9) is based on the supposition:

a) The rapidity £ of a secondary ^-meson equals to

the rapidity oL of the fluid element generating this 5Г

-meson у = £ #1 -fe-t^_ = ̂  (10)
For the description of final particle spectra over

transverse momenta it is necessary to introduce the ther-

mal motion in explicit form. We remind that the essence

of the hydrodynamic approach is the supposition of local ther-

modynamical equilibrium. For the description of secondary

particle spectra this supposition is usually formulated in

the form:

b) The spectrum of secondary Л -mesons from fluid ele-

ment decay is isotropic in the rest frame system of this

element and is given by ideal Bose gas formula

where by the asterisks we signify the variables in the rest

frame system of the fluid element, Q- is the number of in-

ternal degrees of freedom ( О »3 for 7/ -mesons).

The resulting spectrum (for definiteneas we operate in

the cm. system ) of secondary ^"-mesons is obtained by

Lorentz transformation of the spectrum (11) into the cm.

system and summation of the contributions of all decaying

fluid elements. Uoing Eqo. (5) and (8) one can then find

ы

here Ж
х
» ( rv£+ p^ ) 1 / 2 , <L is the rapidity of the fluid

element generating the detected particle (as before we omit

a transverse size factor). The spectrum (12) represents the

result of thermal motion superposition on the hydrodynamic

one and it is supposed to be the basis for calculations

[5.6].
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2. In what follows we show that the suppositions a)

and b) (which in explicit or implicit form are used prac-
tically in all papers on hydrodynamic approach to multiple
production processes) are wrong.

It follows from Eqs. (I),(5) and (8) for fluid energy
and longitudinal momentum distribution over rapidity

(13)

where Cf(TB (c/X»c/i ) is an element of decay hypersurface
(Ic(6)» £t and P c are the values of g and J? at this hy-
per surf ac e, and

It is clear that if Eq. (9) is rapidity distribution of fi-
nal particles then we have for energy and longitudinal mo-
mentum distribution of these particles

(15)

But Eq. (15) iS consistent with Eq. (13) only in special

case when i t V ^ O " 0 ' In a general case (when j^ т(р()я£
the supposition a) leads to the contradiction.
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To clarify the" problem let's study the final particle

formation stage in X—f, space in more detail. We rewrite the
Eq. (6) for decay hypersurface in the form £T = fc ( X ) - Let£ (

be the small piece of this hypersurface in vicinity
of the point X f and Ъ(*)*-в the hydrodynamic fluid velo-
city at this point. We introduce also the function -^

(as (Jc (6) is a врасе-like hypersurface we have

One can find now the Lorentz reference frame Jtfo where

all world pointe of the hypcrsurface element с/07'
Л
 have the

same time (i.e. air о =0). It is the frame of reference where

the decay of the fluid element takes place simultaneously.

It is easily seen that this Lorentz system moves in the c m .

ayatem with velocity ̂ Ofjalong X-axis.

Our main observation is that in the general case we have

irLKj ̂ p t^L^j (16)

so the rest system J\, of the fluid element does not coin-

cide with "simultaneousness
11
 frame of reference JTCQ (eee,

Pig.1).

The fluid element is an opened system. Ita energy and

momentum are changing during the expansion due to the in-

fluence of the neighbouring elements.We emphasize one more

essential point which is inherent for opened ayatemat the

energy and momentum of the fluid element depend not only on

the Lorentz frame of reference but also on the hyper-

aurface in X — £ apace where we have to calculate these.
Thus, we can apeak about energy and momentum of the fluid
element when we have fixed the hypersurface element <*OC
only. The form of decay hypersurface (6) dependa on the
whole set of hydrodynamic problem conditions (initial and
boundary conditions, equation of etate, etc.).

Energy and longitudinal momentum corresponding to the
hypersurface c/fl£ „in the rest system J*Q of the fluid
element are in the form
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O * ml/4** *
c £= /

where

1 -
08)

is the velocity of the jrCc system relative to the ,^L sys-
tem. It is clear that Eq. (17) gives the energy and longitu-
dinal momentum of fluid element decay products (i.e. final
J( -mesons).

We define the situation when nonzero longitudinal momen-
tum is available in the rest system of the fluid elements as
the local anisotropy. It follows from Sqs. (17) and (18) that
this phenomenon results from two reasons: nonzero pressure
and nonsimultaneousness of the fluid element decay into the
final particles in its rest frame.

^ ёсМ» Ъ~(Х) we have di
c
=Oao that

and the local anisotropy effects are absent.

Therefore the supposition a), of the preceding section is

wrong for the general case of Eq. (16). In the cm. system

we have

(19)

3 T i A c/< = -U°P<*JJx*+1rU°S
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Since the decay hypersurface ie fixed the values Gf E

d Jj
t
 are expressed in terms of с/ Е *and c/$i * by

the usual Lorentz formulae. In the cm. system the "aniso-

tropic" terms proportional to jfj (sJ give their contribu-

tions not only into the momentum but into the energy too.

So, changing a), for the general case we have the correct

statement:

A). The mean velocity of particles generating by the decay

of the fluid element with the hydrodynamic velocity Ъ~

equals to

V a 4& - У /У
olB 1 - Ъ-С

о

г
(л)

i.e. it is the relativistlc sum of the velocities 7/~

-С* (я)-
Kq. (20) in rapidity language is

C

Analysing the anisotropic effects in formation of the

secondary (free) particle spectra it is necessary to intro-

duce the definite mechanism of particle production from the

fluid. We execute this by introducing the thermal motion

of the particles inside the fluid element in explicit form.

3* We adopt here the standard supposition that the fluid

ie a local equilibrium ideal gas at the decay hypersurface.

The spectrum (11) is the momentum distribution function of

this gas in its rest frame at the hypersurface t»aconst

( the latter due to its "evidence
11
 is susually forgotten ! ) .

It is clear from (the above mentioned that the decay hyper-

eurfaoe element c/(Ĵ  (in the general case) does not cor-

respond to the constant time in the rest frame system of

the fluid element. It means that the decay of the fluid ele-

ment in its rest frame system J*^ takes place nonsimul-
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taneously but at the space-like plane which ie tangent to

the decay hypersurface (see, Fig.1). Simultaneous decay

of the fluid element takas place in the system --Д, с where

this element has the hydrodynamic velocity *" <*/.

The detailed analysis of the equilibrium distribution

functions of the ideal gases at the hypersurface of the

constant time in any Lorenta reference frame has recently

been done in Ref. {~7 J • In the frame of reference where an

ideal Bose gaa occupies the Lorentz-contracted "volume" с/л
о

and moves as a whole with the four-velocity ц^ we have

at hypersurface t =const

Por our purposes we imply

гГ=(
We obtain the distribution function of final particles

from the fluid element decay in its rest system jf^ Lorentz

transforming Eq. (22)

(we give the pictorial proof of the formula (24) in Appendix)•

The correct distribution function (24) differs from

usually accepted Eq. (11) in the anisotropic factor. The rea-

son for this anisotropy is the nonsimultaneous decay of the

fluid element in its rest system.

Just this anisotropic distribution function (24) leads

to the correct formulae for energy and longitudinal momentum

of final particles. Indeed from Eq. (24) we obtain the expres-

sions



-- --. p
which coincide exactly with Eq. (17) ( — "£*. (Jl) is the ool-
lective velocity of fluid element decay products in the rest
system of this fluid element).

With isotropic distribution function (11) we would ob-
tain

(26)

that leads to contradiction with hydrodynamic results (17)
for иОф О.

Therefore the standard supposition b). of Sec.1 is also

wrong for the general case and has to be substituted by :

B). The spectrum of secondary particles from the fluid

element decay has (in the general case) anisotropic shape

as Eq. (24).

The resulting spectrum is obtained by Lorentz trans-

formation of the spectrum (24) from the rest system of the

fluid element into the cm. system and summing the contri-

butions from all fluid elements

comparing Eq. (27) and Eq. (12) we see in correct formula

(27) the additional term which is proportional to j(c(j.

Using Eq. (5) we obtain for distribution function (27)

in X-"t representation the formula
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where 6t'"" is the four-velocity of the fluid element and the
integration in Eq. (28) is going over the whole decay hyper-
surface (6).

The invariant distribution function (28) was considered
in the paper £e]J . The authors of Ref »[в~] concentrated their
attention on the fact of nonzero pressure contribution into

the energy and momentum (this is in correspondence with the

formal structure of the energy-momentum tensor (1)). They,

however,paid no attention to the fluid decay conditions.

Authors of Hef.[ejhad assumed the isotropic spectrum (11) and

put forward explicitly q-£*=rO obtaining the formula (28)
(see, Appendix [8 J ) . But it is special case only. In the
next section we find the class of hydrodynamic solutions
where just this supposition about local isotropy is correct.

4* First of all we note that if the thermal motion is
suppressed ( -fCP )/"^/ v(P — /V)_))the anisotropio correc-
tion term in Eq. (24) tends to zero. This fact, as one
can easily see, results in that the pressure Pc vanishes,
so that Eqs. (13) and (15) coincide. Naturally, it is not
the situation interesting from physical view-point.

The requirement of the local isotropy in physical situa-
tions when JPC Ф О leads to iSj=- 0 or according to Eq.

(18)

:ДХ-Л (гэ)

Just in this case the simultaaeousness system J\
o
coincides

: with the rest frame system j£*of the fluid element, and
' the formula (24) transforms into Eq. (11). The local aniso-
; tropy effects are absent and Eq. (29) with account of Eq.(5)

immediately leads to the following condition for the poten-

%
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= о
The distribution function (27) transforms to Eq. (12) and its

invariant representation (28) reduces to the well-known Mile-

khin's formula [~5,6 "1

The conditions (29,(30) as follows from Eqs. (13),(19)

imply zero contribution of the pressure terms into the

secondary particle energy and momentum. We stress that the

pressure itself is not vanishing • *

For the specific hydrodynamics! solutions it is easy to

verify whether the additional conditions (29),(30) are reali-

sed or not. Let's consider for example, a physically in-

teresting case ri,5Twhen for T'CXit.J Sf
 r
P we have

^ JL (32)

In this case we have one arbitrary function t
c
(<>(Jin our

problem. The critical hypersurface d c is defined by this

function. We must choose the function ~t
c
 G O as the solution

of Eq. (29) with the condition (32) to have the local isotropy,

i.e.
\ о

-Ь
с
 (xj - X = ссжьс (зз)

j So supposing [el the local isotropy we do have Eq. (31)• It
is curious that just this formula was criticized in Ref.(8J

I on the ground of formally different structure of r.h.s. and
• l.h.s. of Eq. (3D.
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The crit ical isoterm Uc has another shape for Landau's
in i t ia l conditions M l with approximation (32)

ГL
where C± and C ^ are some constants. Thus the local ani-

sotropy effects are present in the Landau model.

The model where the conditions (32),(33) are satis-

fied is the scaling (or frame independent symmetry) model

£2,ЭД. The correct mathematical formulation of this model has
been given in Ref. (j^and the application to the experimental

data analysis has been done in Ref. £ioj. For the scaling
solutions we have

3 COhst , fU)sO (34)

and Eq. (27) coincides with £q. (12).
In the general case we have the local aniaotropy effects

with condition (32) in the form

So the rapidity distribution function of secondary par-
ticles is not defined only by the entropy distribution
but the conditions of fluid element decay too. These con-
ditions are defined by the function ^(xjiwhen fiq. (32)
holds to be valid we have j^cL)— ~ £ x ).

The second ("anisotropio") term ia fiq. (35) does not
oontribute to the total number of secondary particles /J
but it changes their 4 and IY)± distribution function. In
the general case it contributes also to E , but the mag-
nitude (and even the sign/) of this contribution depends on
the shape of the decay hypersurface (5c. • A 1 1 information
about this point is contained in the function
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5. Our paper demonstrates the peculiarity of the relati-

•istic statistical system behaviour at the hypersurface

which is different from t*aconst, i.e. which does not coin-

cide with constant time hypersurface in the rest frame of

the system. In our problem such a system is locally equilib-

rium fluid element at the decay hypersurface. The statistical

description of these systems is out of usual statistical

physics formalism (see, Ref. [7J). Here the nontrivi&l effects

are due to the energy and momentum exchange between the sys-

tem and neighbouring bodies.Such an interaction is necessary

to ensure the local or global mechanical equilibrium of the

aystem.

The study of the statistical systems at different hyper-

surfaces becomes inevitable one in the relativistic situa-

tions when the siraultaneouaness has only the relative meaning*

Our paper shows that this study ia not "academic problem",but

it takes also direct physical applications.

The authors are indebted to G.M.Zinovjev and all the mem-

bers of High Energy Density Physica Seminar (ITP,Kiev) for

fruitful discussions.

One of us (Yu.M.S.) has profited from the letters of Prof.

R.Hagedorn which is gratefully acknowledged.

APPENDIX

We consider the momentum distribution function of the

equilibrium subsystem of noninteracting particles (which aa

a whole has zero velocity) at the hypersurface different from

t*«const,According to Eq.(24) the distribution function at

the hyperplane t*= CftJX* (see.Pig.2) is

( the transverse size of the subsystem equals to unity).

Here we argue the correctness of Eq. (A.I). Let's per

mit the reflection of the particles from the walls (thus
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our subsystem is now a system in a container) with coordi-

nates X*= О and X — в instead of the exchange of par-

ticles with another part of the system.

The momentum distribution function is isotropic for an

equilibrium gas contained in a box at the hypersurface

t*«const. The particle distribution at the hyperplane t*

is defined by the momenta of the particles intersecting

this hyperplane* The momenta of the left-hand moving par-

ticles at the hyperplane t*s cfX*" are the same as those at

t*»0. There is a part of the righthand-moving particles at

the hyperplane t*« U J X * with changed momenta A. —> — О

after the reflection from the wall X * » £*- I* is clear
that the momentum distribution at t*« UO X* hyperplane coin-
cides with the spectrum of the free-moving particles when
the lefthand wall of the box is removed at t*=0 and the
righthand one at t*« UUQ . (We note that this procedure
imitates the nonsimultaneous decay of fluid element in its
rest system).

So it is enough to calculate the number of particles
colliding the righthand wall during the time interval

Д "t •£ • One can easily see that this number is

The number of particles with the momentum /^ at the hyper-
plane t*« (J^X^will lessen by the value (A.2) and those with

M will increase by the same value as comparedmomentum —
with the quantities at hyperplane t*»O

Finally we have

After the substitution of Л No Bq. (A.2) to Eq. (A.3) the

Eqs. (A.3) and (A.1) coincide.
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Figure Captions

Pig. 1.The hyperaurface ($c (or t*c(XJ ) ia iaoterm of decay

(6). The dotted lines indicate the etreamlinea of the

fluid. X~£denotes cm. system; X —£denotes the rest

aystem of the fluid element ( t> * axia is directed

along the streamlines); У
о
-"^denotes the simultaneous

frame of reference of the fluid element ( X© axis is

tangent to hypersurface (ĵ  ).

Pig.2.The typical world linea of particles which have their

origin at the hyperplane t*»0 erA intersect the hy-

perplane -t**oi/X*are shown. Particles "I" and
 И
2

И
 do

not change their momentum; the particle "3" changes its

momenta P -*>-D .
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Pig. 2
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